
CUSTOMER PROFILE 
Dairy Crest is a leading British dairy 
products company. Its brands include 
Cathedral City Cheddar cheese, Country 
Life butter and milk, Utterly Butterly, 
Vitalite, Clover and Frijj. The company de-
livers milk to around 715,000 households 
via their milk&more doorstep delivery 
business. It is listed on the London Stock 
Exchange and is a constituent of the FTSE 
250 Index.

CHALLENGE 
Central to the production processes at the 

Dairy Crest Maelor site near Wrexham are 

three cooling towers with fans driven by 18.5 

kW motors, and an effluent pump driven by an 

11 kW motor. All of which were running at high 

speed most of the time, including weekends. 

Dairy Crest was aware that this type of running 

was inefficient and called on ERIKS’ know-how 

to find a solution. The result was that ERIKS 

Electronic Services designed, manufactu-

red and installed four turnkey energy saving 

systems with a calculated payback of just one 

year.

SOLUTION 
ERIKS conducted an initial site survey 
and provided a full specification and 
price breakdown for providing new drive 
systems, including ECA calculations and 
predicted energy savings. The site survey 
included recording the operating hours, 
the rated speed, current and duty cycle. 
Installation took place over a weekend 
during one of Dairy Crest’s shutdowns; 
this avoided any costly downtime. Omron-
Yaskawa E7 inverters were installed, 
they are designed for energy saving and 
have an advanced Level-2 tuning feature 
that de-fluxes motors and improves their 
efficiency. A strong contributing factor 
to winning the contract was the fact that 
ERIKS assumed full project responsibility. 

The total cost of the systems was just over 
£14,000, a figure that included project 
design, all peripheral equipment and also 
installation and commissioning.

SAVINGS 
 ▪ Energy savings
 ▪ Cost savings
 ▪ Time savings

OTHER BENEFITS 
 ▪ Weekend installation avoided any costly 
downtime

 ▪ Efficient systems decrease energy use 
and increase savings

 ▪ Full project responsibility ensured 
a one-stop-shop saving Dairy Crest 
precious time

FURTHER COMMENTS 
“The VSD installations have delivered the 
predicted benefits in line with the project 
plan, when the cooling towers were swit-
ched to the VSD supply there was a step 
change in electricity usage.”

Chris Dale, Dairy Crest

Customer : Dairy Crest
Product group : Motors, gearboxes 
  and drives
Market : Food and pharma 
Application : Turnkey Energy Saving  
  System 
Savings : £ 9,800 pa
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TURNKEY ENERGY SAVING SYSTEMS
Dairy Crest employs ERIKS Technical Know-how to reduce costs
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